
Commercial Aviation

Jeppesen Aviator Briefing
Aviator Briefing, a module available as part of Jeppesen Aviator, helps airlines reduce flight plan production, 

distribution and storage costs through a complete digitization of the flight briefing process. It contributes to 

a better flight briefing quality and timeliness, reduces the likelihood of data errors and facilitates an improved 

post-flight processing and analysis. 

Customizable content

 e Configures content to meet your operational needs, expediting 
pilot adoption of electronic flight data

Reduces costs

 e Eliminates printing and production costs such as paper, toner  
and other associated expenses

 e Distributing and storing printed documents is no longer needed

 e Reduces labor expenses by eliminating the need for handling 
agents to personally deliver flight briefings, and for personnel  
to perform manual post-flight data entry

Streamlines processes

 e Digitally transfers flight briefings in real-time, reaching any 
connected pilot immediately, anywhere in the world

Increases flight briefing quality

 e The most recent flight briefing information can be digitally 
transferred closer to the time of departure 

 e Ensures pilots have the right information at the right time

Improves post-flight analysis

 e Grants dispatch immediate access to all post-flight information  
in digital form 

 e Eliminates data errors previously caused by manual post-flight 
data entry processes



Journey Log

Aviator’s Journey Log, a feature within the Aviator Briefing module, 

enables airlines to capture a wide range of information about the flight 

from pilots. Airlines can tailor the Journey Log to their operational 

requirements using custom fields, ensuring all required information 

about the flight is saved for post-flight analysis.

Benefits

 e Provides flexibility for unique airline requirements through 
configurable custom fields

 e Improves post-flight analysis by supporting the attachment of 
photos and files

 e Assures compliance with airline data requirements by enforcing 
mandatory completion of journey log fields prior to flight closure

 e Supports advanced analytics through storage of journey log data 
in XML format
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Learn more about what we offer.

Aviator Briefing is just one module in the Jeppesen Aviator suite of EFB solutions.

Find out how Jeppesen Aviator, and our entire suite of modules, can make your operations integrated, connected, and smart  — contact your 

account representative or visit jeppesen.com/aviator.


